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Executive Summary
The Turn the Talk diversity survey was live for two weeks, with a goal to assess the 
perception of diversity in public speaking and understand perceived barriers.

• Over half of respondents were aged 18-34 (63%) with a further 29% falling in the 35-
44 age bracket; 

• 53% of respondents identified as Female and 46% identified as Male;
• 42% of respondents have never spoken at a professional event;
• Of those who have spoken at an event there was a fairly even split between Males 

(53%) and Females (46%);
• Only 20% of those who have spoken at events had worked in the industry 1-5 years, 

the remaining 80% had worked in the industry for over 5 years;
• 34% of respondents had previously turned down a speaking opportunity due to 

excessive nerves, discomfort or lack of confidence;
• Of all the respondents surveyed (including the 58% who had “previously spoken at 

a professional event”) 76% claimed they had never received any formal coaching 
or training on public speaking. And 87% of respondents said they would be open to 
professional speaking coaching if this was offered as part of industry events;

• 74% of respondents said they “would like more opportunities to speak at 
professional events.” 
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Introduction
Turn the Talk is an industry-wide initiative with the mission to empower individuals and 
broaden voices in Performance Marketing.

Over recent years it has become increasingly apparent that there is a shortfall of new 
voices on the stage speaking at Performance Marketing events and this is something that 
needs to change. Turn the Talk looks to address this challenge and support individuals and 
companies across the industry to empower a more diverse and wide ranging access to 
speaker opportunities.

To launch this initiative and ensure it addresses the challenges, struggles and pain points 
in relation to diversity across the Performance Marketing Industry Turn the Talk launched 
a survey to assess the scope of the challenge and the areas that require support. It asked 
respondents to comment on their feelings towards public speaking, perceived barriers to 
public speaking and how inclusive and freely available they feel opportunities are. 

Since its launch, the initiative has received an overwhelming response. Diversity is an 
industry wide issue and we need to collaborate as an industry to empower voices and bring 
greater balance and diversity to our stages. 

This report showcases the key findings from the diversity survey and analyses the following 
key themes; demographics, value of current events, confidence, learning and development 
and accessibility of speaking opportunities.
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Implementation and 
Respondents 
The Turn the Talk diversity survey launched in association with International Women’s Day 
2019 and the events in the week running up to that day. The survey ran for two weeks 
from the 4th-18th of March and was distributed across the industry’s key communication 
channels. 

To gather a clear understanding of the respondents demographic we asked the following 
questions:

“What age are you?” and “What gender do you most identify with?”
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Over half of respondents were aged 18-34 (63%) with a further 29% falling 
in the 35-44 age bracket. This reflects the younger age demographic of the 
performance marketing industry. 

53% of respondents identified as Female and 46% identified as Male.
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“How long have you worked in the Performance Marketing Industry?”
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Respondents to the survey tended to have more experience than less. 43% of respondents 
had over 8 years experience, 21% had 5-8 years experience and 27% had 1-5 years 
experience. Whilst this shows that people who have worked in the industry for a long time 
are interested in new speaking opportunities we also want to ensure this addresses the 
needs of those who have been in the industry less time and empower new voices.

Comparing gender with those who have spoken at events

Of those who have spoken at an 
event there was a fairly even split 
between Males (53%) and Females 
(46%). 
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Experience of Speaking 
To understand respondents differing levels of experience in public speaking we asked:

“Have you ever spoken at a professional event?”
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58% of the respondents we surveyed had spoken at a professional 
event, with the remaining 42% of respondents having never spoken at a 
professional event. 
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Comparing tenure in the industry with those who have spoken at an event
To understand the relationship between tenure in the industry and the years of experience 
respondents had we compared responses. Of those who have spoken at an event 57% had 
over 8 years experience and 20% had 5-8 years experience, with only 20% of those who 
had spoken at events having worked in the industry 1-5 years.
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We then asked those that had professional speaking experience,  “How many times have 
you spoken at a professional event?”
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40% of those who had spoken at an event had done so 1-2 times, with 28% speaking 3-5 
times and 31% speaking at more than 5 professional events.
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Turn the Talk says: With only 31% of respondents speaking at more than 5 events 
there is a need to support event organisers and work together as an industry to 

widen the choice of “go-to” speakers. 



Value from Current Events 
To understand how diverse respondents felt the current events were, specifically related to 
the range of speakers who presented at events over the past year, we asked:

“To what extent do you think the events in the past year in performance marketing 
have featured a diverse range of speakers?”
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46% of respondents felt that the speakers featured in the past year in Performance 
Marketing “were not diverse at all”, with 51% feeling that the speakers were “quite diverse.” 
Only 3% felt that the speakers featured had been “very diverse”. 

Respondents were asked to rate which two attributes they valued the most when they heard 
people speak at events.
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The idea of expertise was the key factor and voted as the most popular choice when asking 
what attributes respondents valued most in speakers. 

There was a range of other popular values cited. Rated particularly popular was hearing 
from speakers on a range of subjects and hearing from a range of speakers, adding weight 
to the perception that speakers in the last year were “not diverse at all”.

The responses were varied, showing that important attributes are highly subjective. 

The ‘other’ category introduced a variety of alternatives including delivering presentations 
with authenticity, personality and energy. There was also popular feedback that speakers 
were valued much higher if they spoke the truth or included their personal opinion and 
avoided pushing a company message or agenda.
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Confidence
One of the biggest known factors that stops people from taking to the stage and presenting 
at events is confidence. To understand how much confidence is a factor in encouraging 
more diversity on the stage we asked a series of questions.

We found that a third (34%) of respondents had previously turned down a speaking 
opportunity due to excessive nerves, discomfort or lack of confidence.

Some events rely on speaker submissions to create the agenda, while others reach out to 
speakers. Other options include using peer voting systems, advisory boards and paid talent 
agencies. For events where speaker submissions are part of the usual process we asked 
respondents; “How comfortable do you feel nominating yourself to speak/present at a 
professional event?”
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22% of respondents felt “very comfortable”, while 41% were “somewhat comfortable”. At 
the other end of the scale 37% said they were “not comfortable” self-nominating.

Turn the Talk says: The industry needs to find more inclusive ways of 
empowering people to either step forward, or be invited to participate. 
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Respondents were asked; “What are the reasons you wouldn’t put yourself forward to 
speak?”

Half the respondents said the main reason was that they felt “there are more experienced 
people talking at events”. 

38% of respondents said “I don’t feel like I have anything new or interesting to say”, with a 
further 28% of responses including “I don’t feel I know the subject enough”. 

The selection process was cited as an issue that holds respondents back from nominating 
themselves, with a perception shared by 36% that “I don’t think I’d get selected by event 
organisers”.

Encouragingly, only 7% cited being held back by their company through lack of support.
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Turn the Talk says: We need to consider what, as an industry, is portrayed 
as “expertise” and therefore called a valuable contribution. Experience isn’t 

always related to seniority or tenure, sometimes sharing new experience 
creates new perspective. 
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Learning and Development 
Of all the respondents surveyed (including the 58% who have “previously spoken at a 
professional event”) an astonishing 76% claimed they have never received any formal 
coaching or training on public speaking. 

Of the 24% that have had some training 39% said that the training was not sufficient to 
support their needs.

Overwhelmingly 87% of respondents said they would be open to professional speaking 
coaching if this was offered as part of industry events.

When asked “which of the following types of support would encourage you to nominate 
yourself as a speaker?” Respondents could select two areas which most applied.

The most popular area was “planning and preparation”, with 39% of respondents selecting 
this as an issue they would like support with. Support with confidence was raised, with 34% 
of respondents requesting help to be more confident and a 23% adding help “dealing with 
nerves”. 

Appearance was also an important factor for respondents, with both poise and help 
creating presentations being popular topics; indicating that how people come across on 
stage is an area that many want additional support with.
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Accessibility of Speaker 
Opportunities
We asked “How do you find out about the professional speaking/presentation 
opportunities available?” Respondents could cite as many sources as applicable, which 
also provided a view of the effectiveness of different communication channels in spreading 
the word about industry events.

The two main channels cited were through “employers” and “industry resources”. 
Interestingly only a quarter of respondents cited social media as a source of event 
discovery.
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Finally, we asked respondents whether they “would like more opportunities to speak at 
professional events” 74% of respondents said yes, they would like more opportunity.
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Conclusion 
With a third of respondents having previously turned down a speaking opportunity due 
to nerves or lack of confidence, we now have some tangible areas that people would like 
more support on, particularly when we consider the perceived lack of formal training to 
support with public speaking. For Turn the Talk, this is one of the most interesting outcomes 
from the results, and will help shape the way the initiative offers support to companies and 
individuals. 

The concept of experience and expertise were themes that threaded through many of the 
responses and free-field feedback given by respondents in the survey. Expertise can come 
in many shapes and sizes, but the survey highlights that most people speaking at events 
have been in the industry for more than 5 years.

Looking at the demographic data of respondents compared with their tenure in the industry 
- from a diversity in speaking perspective - tenure appears to be more of an issue than 
gender. Whilst there was an almost even split of respondents by gender compared to those 
who have spoken at an event, experience was far more skewed to speakers who had been 
in the industry at least 5 years. 

Half the respondents said the main reason they felt held back nominating themselves was 
because there were more experienced people talking at events. Coupled with the length of 
time people who have spoken at events have been in the industry, is there an underlying 
issue that the industry has pigeon-holed expertise with seniority, age and tenure? Expertise 
isn’t always related to seniority or tenure, sometimes sharing new experience creates new 
perspective. What is evident is that those with less experience in the industry are less likely 
to speak, restricting thought leadership to more senior positions. 

By empowering experts at different levels of experience we can open up the opportunities 
and vary who we hear from. 

The most encouraging outcome from the survey for us, is that 74% of respondents want 
more opportunities to speak at professional events.This should be a key call-out to event 
managers and businesses that there exists a broader pool of people that haven’t taken to 
the stage but have the appetite to do so.
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Turn the Talk is an initiative with a mission to empower individuals and broaden 
voices in Performance Marketing.

The performance industry is failing to showcase the different voices that exist 
because many of those voices are struggling with one specific area - getting on 
a stage and speaking up. Turn the Talk is addressing this in three ways:

Empowering people - As an industry we need to empower more people 
to nominate themselves to speak up. This starts at an individual level by 
encouraging people to overcome whatever obstacles they may face.

Raising awareness - Collaborating with businesses to change how they 
nominate their staff to speak at events, making opportunities more widely 
available and nurturing those that wish to take on those opportunities, by 
providing time, resource and support.

Supporting events - Helping event organisers in the industry to ensure 
they offer their audience a broad range of speakers, challenge the way 
they approach speaking opportunities and create stage formats that 
appeal to different voices.

Turn the Talk is led by Acceleration Partners and Connected Path. However, 
this initiative isn’t just about two companies, it is a collaborative effort by the 
industry and we invite partners and companies who believe in the same mission 
to get in touch. 

It’s time that we called out the lack of diversity, pushed for change and helped 
people of all experience levels feel included.

Anyone interested in supporting the initiative or finding out more please get in 
touch:

www.turnthetalk.com 

turnthetalk@outlook.com

https://www.accelerationpartners.com/uk/
https://www.connectedpath.com/
http://www.turnthetalk.com 
mailto:turnthetalk%40outlook.com?subject=

